QUICK GUIDE TO postbac, experiential fellowships

This guide provides a sampling of the many, many experiential fellowships available to graduating seniors and recent graduates. An experiential postgraduate fellowship typically focuses on professional development, runs for anywhere between 9 - 24 months, and may be independent in nature or part of a larger learning cohort or community-based project. Every opportunity is unique - so it is important to review the eligibility requirements, selection criteria, and application process closely.

And, remember! As a graduating senior or recent graduate, URF is here to support you throughout the application and selection process. So, please do not hesitate to reach out!

Learn more at: urf.columbia.edu

Make an appointment to speak with an URF advisor at: urf.columbia.edu/urf/about/advising

- Fulbright US Student Program for study, research, or teaching in 140+ countries
- Luce Scholars in East Asia
- Princeton in Programs (Asia, Africa, Latin America)
- American-Scandinavian Foundation
- DAAD Fellowships in Germany
- National Institutes of Health Oxford-Cambridge Scholarships
- Institute of Current World Affairs
- JET (Japan English Teaching)
- TAPIF: Teaching Assistant Program in France
- CHCI Public Policy Fellows in Washington D.C.
- Congress Bundestag Fellowship for Young Professionals in Germany
- Henry Evans Traveling* (CC only)
- Project Horseshoe Farm Community Building in Alabama and California
- North American Language and Culture Assistantships in Spain
- EPIK and TaLK (both are English teaching in South Korea)
- Blakemore Freeman Fellowships for Advanced Asian Language Study
- James C. Gaither Junior Fellows Program for International Peace
- U.S. English Language Teaching Assistantships in Austria
- Digital Humanities Associate Fellowship
- Global Health Corps
- Community Health Corps/AmeriCorps
- Huntington Public Service
- NYU Shanghai Writing and Speaking Fellowship
- New York City Urban Fellows
- FAO Schwarz Fellowship
- Island Institute Fellows Program in Maine
- Center for California Studies Capital Fellows Programs
- Mortimer Hays Brandeis Traveling Fellowship in the Arts
- Presidential Associate Program at the American University in Cairo

*Columbia sponsored or supported opportunity

*Undergraduate Research & Fellowships

Columbia University
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